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This Award gives learners the opportunity to develop sector-specific knowledge and skills in a practical learning 

environment. The main focus is on the knowledge, understanding and skills required to research, set up, run, 

review and monitor an enterprise that includes: 

• development of key skills that prove aptitude in planning and carrying out an enterprise activity, including 

market research, planning, carrying out financial transactions, communication and problem solving 

• knowledge that underpins effective use of skills, such as the features and characteristics of enterprises and 

entrepreneurs, and the internal and external factors that can affect the performance of an enterprise 

• attitudes and ways of working that are considered most important for enterprise, including communicating and 

interacting with customers, monitoring and reflecting on performance of enterprise and own use of skills. 

HOW COURSE IS ASSESSED: 

• Components 1 and 2 are assessed 

internally through coursework 

assignments  

• Component 3 is assessed 

externally through an 

examination  

 

WHERE NEXT? 

Progression onto: 

• A Levels as preparation for entry 

into higher education in a range 

of subjects 

• Study of a vocational 

qualification at Level 3, such as a 

BTEC National in Enterprise and 

Entrepreneurship, which 

prepares you to enter 

employment or apprenticeships, 

or to move on to higher 

education by studying a degree 

 

JOB OPPORTUNITIES: 

• Become an Entrepreneur! 

• Be a key employee within 

diverse areas of business, 

including roles in specialist areas 

such as marketing, finance, 

customer service or human 

resources in large businesses, or 

a more generic role in a small, 

local business.  

 

COURSE CONTENT 

 

Components studied: 

 

1 Exploring Enterprises  

 

Learners will examine different enterprises to develop their 

knowledge and understanding of the characteristics of enterprises 

and the skills needed by entrepreneurs. 

In this component, you will have the opportunity to develop 

knowledge and understanding of the different types of enterprise 

and their ownership, looking at the characteristics of small and 

medium enterprises (SMEs) and entrepreneurs with reasons for 

levels of success. 

 

2 Planning for and Running an Enterprise  

 

Learners will individually select an idea for an enterprise to plan and 

pitch. They will work individually or as a small group to run a 

micro-enterprise activity and will develop their skills in operating 

and reviewing the success of the enterprise. 

 

3 Promotion and Finance for Enterprise  

 

Learners will explore the different promotional methods used by 

enterprises and the factors that influence how enterprises identify 

and target their market. Learners will explore financial documents 

and how to use them to monitor and improve the performance of an 

enterprise in order to make decisions and recommend strategies for 

success. 


